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 Its full-sized grand piano and its compact koncert piano models feature plenty of the rich tones and extensive articulation that
would put most pianos to shame. Beyond that, the Grand adds eight additional models of the compact concert grand piano.

These include the Reference Series, where the keyboard feels a little lighter and the pedals work smoothly. The Grand’s extra
large grand piano can seat as many as seven people, if needed. For that reason, the Grand is perfect for parties or even small
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recitals, yet it will definitely have a presence on a stage. The Grand includes the following instruments: The Grand Model 12
The Grand Model 10 The Grand Model 11 The Grand Model 9 At the heart of the Grand are the four CIMA V12 grand pianos.
Each model includes two electric pianos (pens) and two full-sized acoustic grand pianos. The CIMA V12 grand pianos are the

first in the world with a six-octave action. The central action plate can be easily changed. Thanks to this unique feature, the
CIMA V12 grand pianos can play all major scales of the piano in just one octave. They are ideal for musical arrangements with

metronomic beat in a variety of popular music styles, such as pop, jazz, bossa nova, reggae and many more. The V12 Grand
Model 10 The V12 Grand Model 11 The V12 Grand Model 12 The V12 Grand Model 9 The extra-large keyboard can seat as

many as seven people at a time if needed. The V12 Grand Model 11 520fdb1ae7
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